
 

   
 

Heavy lineup news: HATEBREED, WARGASM (UK), WHILE SHE 
SLEEPS and more performing at FULL FORCE 2023 

 
Press release, Berlin/Chemnitz, 11/01/2022 – While everyone else was sleeping, the Ferropolis 
incubator spat out a new beast: HATEBREED!  In addition to WARGASM (UK) and WHILE SHE SLEEPS, 
the organizers of the metal and core festival are also bringing out other heavyweights today. 
 
The lineup for FULL FORCE 2023 is like a tender little plant that wants to become a massive venus 
flytrap one day. After the first blossoms - in the form of ELECTRIC CALLBOY, JINJER, MANTAR and 
many more - already saw the light of day a few weeks ago, the FULL FORCE crew has continued 
watering. And already the next shoots show themselves, which will drive ecstatic drops of sweat on 
the forehead of the heavy music community as bludgeoning acts.  
 
 
New FULL FORCE hardware:  HATEBREED as co-headliners  
 
Hateful is not only the name of HATEBREED, but also their sound. And with that they devastate 
everything that is not nailed down. With thunderous fury, HATEBREED punches their audience with 
destructive hardcore riffs and bludgeon-hard metal sounds into the ears, as well as in arms and legs.  
As co-headliners, they take aim at the enthusiastic crowd of fans in front of the Mad Max Stage in 
2023 and make the asphalt burst with their jackhammer music. 
 
 
More heavy fare for the city of iron: from CHELSEA GRIN to ZULU 
 
Fans who were surprised by the last-minute cancellation of WARGASM (UK) last year have a reason to 
celebrate at FULL FORCE 2023: This time, the London electro-punk duo will fulfill their bet with all their 
power. Without any betting debts, but with at least as much enthusiasm, the guys from WHILE SHE 
SLEEPS spread their dry drums, melodic choruses, hard breaks and the mix of clean parts and screams 
on the FULL FORCE playboard.  
 
Also on board are CHELSEA GRIN. While the band makes a clean sweep with their deathcore broom, 
DŸSE, even if the name suggests it, have little to do with vacuum cleaners. Nevertheless, they are loud 
and make their way into the ears of their fans with their noise rock. And already the guys from HARM'S 
WAY are kicking ass. Those who know the hardcore band know that nobody can run as beautifully as 
James - Sledgehammer - Pligge. In the lion pride LIONHEART pay Ferropolis a visit. Whether they will 
play "Can You Feel The Love Tonight" remains questionable, but that's probably better. Instead they 
bring a lot of roar from singer Rob Watson, angry lyrics, hard guitars and heavy breakdowns. Things 
get astronomical with the French rap-metal combo RISE OF THE NORTHSTAR.  With their fat sound, 
their grooving riffs and their thrash elements they make the heavenly stars flicker. And ZSK smash our 
faces with a good portion of skate punk. 
 
Sounds too good to be true? It gets even better. Because also performing on FULL FORCE Island 2023 
are: EMPLOYED TO SERVE, KUBLAI KHAN TX, MILKING THE GOATMACHINE, MIMI BARKS, STAND 
ATLANTIC, STRAY FROM THE PATH, VUKOVI, WEIMAR and ZULU. 
 
 



 

   
 

Save the date – and the ticket  
 
With just less than 230 days to go until FULL FORCE 2023, the FULL FORCE community is out of control. 
And that's not all. Because the metalcore, hardcore, death metal and pop punk landscape is far from 
being grassed out. The ride-on mower is running at full speed and will be churning out more info and 
announcements in the coming weeks and months. 
 
All those whose mouths are watering should quickly get their tickets. They are available at the current 
price level from 149.90€ (for 4-friends-tickets) at www.full-force.de or directly from ticket partner DICE. 
 
#stayfullforce #FullForceFestival 
The FULL FORCE Crew      
 
 
FULL FORCE 2023 
June 23 – 25, 2023, Ferropolis – Germany 
 
The new announcement and all acts confirmed so far in alphabetical order: 
Annisokay, Attila, Blind Channel, Borders, Caliban, Chelsea Grin, Decapitated, Dÿse, Electric Callboy, 
Employed To Serve, End, Gaerea, Harm’s Way, Hatebreed, Heriot, Igorrr, Jinjer, Konvent, Kublai Khan 
TX, Lionheart, Loathe, Mantar, Milking The Goatmachine, Mimi Barks, Motionless In White, 
Novelists FR, Paleface, Petrol Girls, Polaris, Rise Of The Northstar, Risk It!, Samurai Pizza Cats, Slope, 
Spirit Adrift, Stand Atlantic, Stray From The Path, Terror, The Menzingers, The Scratch, Vukovi, 
Wargasm (UK), Weimar, While She Sleeps, ZSK, Zulu 
 
Press contact: 
Tobias Zwiebel press@full-force.de 
Mediaportal: https://media.full-force.de/ 
 
Website: http://www.full-force.de/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FullForceGermany 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/fullforcegermany/ 
TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@fullforce_festival 
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